Isolation of two distinct epithelial cell lines from a single feline mammary carcinoma with different tumorigenic potential in nude mice and expressing different levels of epidermal growth factor receptors.
From a single spontaneous feline mammary carcinoma, two subpopulations of epithelial tumor cells have been isolated. The variant cells were established as cell lines designated K248C and K248P. DNA ploidy analysis showed that the two cell lines represented cell populations already present in the original tumor. Chromosome analysis confirmed the feline origin of K248C and K248P and demonstrated that in addition to unique marker chromosomes characteristic for each cell line, both cell lines had several marker chromosomes in common. These data suggest that the two cell populations arose from a hypothetical single ancestor which diverged during tumor progression. The K248C and K248P cell lines differed from one another with respect to their tumorigenicity in athymic mice and epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor content. The K248C cells were highly tumorigenic as indicated by a short latency period and high take rate. The K248P cells were poorly tumorigenic. Southern blot analysis revealed that the K248C cells contained an amplified EGF receptor gene that was accompanied by elevated levels of EGF receptor RNA and protein. The K248C cells were growth inhibited in vitro at EGF concentrations that stimulated growth of K248P cells. The amplification of the EGF receptor gene could be detected only in DNA derived from K248C cells at high passage numbers and not in DNA derived from the original tumor and K248C cells at low passage numbers. These data suggest that amplification of the EGF receptor gene occurred during establishment of the K248C cell line.